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NOAA Predicts
Active Hurricane
Season

Did You Know?
For the 7th year in a row, NOAA is
predicting an active Atlantic
Hurricane Season.
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Summer Outlook

Ambassador at Work
A great example!

Figure 1: NOAA’s 2022 Atlantic Hurricane Season Outlook

La-Nina
Impacts

CAUSE AND EFFECT:
The ongoing La-Nina pattern, or cooling of equatorial Pacific,
combined with warmer than average sea surface
temperature in the Atlantic and weaker trade winds, should
support a more favorable environment for hurricane
development this season (cont’d on next page).

Favorable Pattern
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Figure 2: Depiction of La-Nina Impacts to Hurricane Development – from climate.gov

The other factor contributing to an active Atlantic season is the African Monsoon. Meteorologists at the National
Hurricane Center in Miami focus their attention on the far eastern where disturbances referred to as “African
Easterly Waves” trek into the Atlantic from the African coast. Studies show an enhanced African Monsoon
season may help seed these waves and promote stronger, longer-lived storms.
As these waves trek across the warm Atlantic, minimal shear from weaker trade winds will promote ideal
conditions for tropical storms/hurricanes to develop and sustain themselves until interruption via land/terrain or a
potent mid-latitude disturbance (e.g., trough) weakens the storm. Interestingly, even if a hurricane avoids these
disruptions out in the open ocean, it will eventually become a victim of its own demise as it destroys itself by
upwelling colder water from the depths of the Atlantic.

Figure 3: Depiction of strong African Monsoon impacts to Atlantic hurricane development. – from climate.gov
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2022 Atlantic Tropical Cyclone Names
Before the mid-1900s tropical cyclones (i.e., hurricanes, tropical storms, and depressions) in the US were often
named for the storm’s region of impact, intensity, and/or year rather than be given an actual name. It wasn’t
until World War II when Navy and Air Force meteorologists first begain naming storms after their wives and
girlfriends. Then, in the 1950s, the naming of hurricanes was standardized with the establishment of the UN’s
World Meteorological Organization (WMO).
The WMO hurricane naming convention, now alternating between male and female names, recycles every six
years unless a storm is so deadly or causes such devastating damage as to prompt “retirement” of the name.
Some of the more notable names on the retired list include Agnes, Ivan, Ida, Katrina, and Sandy. In fact, this
year marks the 50th Anniversary of Hurricane Agnes, which delivered costly, catastrophic flooding and historic
river crests across portions of Pennsylvania. You can read more about the 50 th Anniversary here:
https://agnes50-noaa.hub.arcgis.com/.
NOAA has also enhanced the following products and services this hurricane season:








To improve the understanding and prediction of how hurricanes intensify, NOAA’s Atlantic
Oceanographic and Meteorological Lab and Pacific Marine Environmental Lab will operate
five Saildrone uncrewed surface vehicles during the peak of the 2022 hurricane season and coordinate
for the first time with uncrewed ocean gliders, small aircraft drone systems, and NOAA Hurricane Hunter
aircraft to measure the ocean, atmosphere and areas where they meet.
The Hurricane Weather Research and Forecast Modeling System and Hurricanes in a Multi-scale Oceancoupled Non-hydrostatic model, which have shown significant skill improvements in terms of storm track
and intensity forecasts, have been successfully transitioned to the newest version of the Weather and
Climate Operational Supercomputing System, allowing for uninterrupted operational forecasts.
The Excessive Rainfall Outlook (ERO) has been experimentally extended from three to five days of lead
time, giving more notice of rainfall-related flash flooding risks from tropical storms and hurricanes. The
ERO forecasts and maps the probability of intense rainfall that could lead to flash flooding within 25 miles
of a given point.
In June, NOAA will enhance an experimental graphic that depicts the Peak Storm Surge Forecast when
storm surge watches or warnings are in effect. Upgrades include an updated disclaimer and color
coding that illustrates the peak storm surge inundation forecast at the coast. This tool is currently only
available in the Atlantic basin.
- Courtesy of Mike Musher, NWS

Figure 4: NOAA’s 2022 Atlantic Tropical Cyclone Names
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La Nina Favored through
Winter…
The Climate Prediction Center (CPC)
suggests that the ongoing La Nina,
which initiated when sea surface
temperature (SST) began to cool
across the equatorial Pacific in fall
2021, should persist through early
winter.
With warmer than average
temperature anticipated across much
of the country, be sure to visit our WRN
summer safety webpage to access
excellent heat safety videos, checklists,
infographics, and more:
www.weather.gov/wrn/summer-safety.
You may also be interested in
downloading the FEMA App to receive
alerts from the NWS along with relevant
safety information regarding blackouts,
fires, floods, and tornadoes, shelters
near you.

Figure 5: CPC 3-month temperature outlook

Figure 6: CPC 3-month precipitation outlook

Check out our local climate page for seasonal
stats, including highest temperature on record for
the area: www.weather.gov/pbz/climate
Figure 7: FEMA App Interface

Summer Heat Safety
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Did You Know?
Heat is one of the leading weather-related killers in the United States.
Heat-related illness leads to hundreds of fatalities each year. Heat can be very taxing on the body; check out
the heat related illnesses that can occur with even a short period of exposure. Everyone can be vulnerable to
heat, but some more so than others. According to The Impacts Of Climate Change On Human Health In The
United States: A Scientific Assessment the following groups are particularly vulnerable to heat; check in with
friends and relatives who fall in one of these populations, especially if they don’t have air conditioning.





Young children and infants are particularly vulnerable to heat-related illness and death, as their bodies
are less able to adapt to heat than are adults.
Older adults, particularly those with preexisting diseases, take certain medications, are living alone or
with limited mobility who are exposed to extreme heat can experience multiple adverse effects.
People with chronic medical conditions are more likely to have a serious health problem during a heat
wave than healthy people.
Pregnant women are also at higher risk. Extreme heat events have been associated with adverse birth
outcomes such as low birth weight, preterm birth, and infant mortality, as well as congenital cataracts.

It is NEVER safe to leave a child, disabled person or pet locked in a car, even in the winter. If you have a toddler
in your household, lock your cars, even in your own driveway. Kids play in cars or wander outside and get into a
car and can die in 10 minutes! A reported 25 children died in hot cars in 2020. To see the latest information for
2021, go to this link. Deaths routinely are reported as early as April and tragedies continue into December in
southern states.
NWS Safety information on Children, Pets and Vehicles. Find out more about how cars can heat up quickly
when left in the sun. Information and resources in both English and Spanish from the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.
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WRN Ambassador
Feature
Jennifer Hastings is a science teacher at Donald E
Long, a juvenile detention center located in Portland,
Oregon. Besides gifting these students with her passion
for meteorology and science, the work that she does
engaging these students as Ambassadors helps
spreading weather preparedness and awareness in
socially vulnerable communities that we have
traditionally struggled to reach. Jennifer Hastings has
sparked a large enough interest in weather with these
students that they are eager to share what they learn
with their families once they integrate back into
society.

Figure 8: Jennifer Hastings, WRN Ambassador

Help Us
Share Your
Story!

This is an excellent example of how valuable the WRNA
program can be at increasing reach to hazard
vulnerable communities. These students were skeptical
that NWS as a government entity would share their rap
songs publicly. One of the main reasons we struggle to
reach the communities that these students live in is due
to a mistrust of the government.
A simple act of sharing the "WRN Weather
Slaps" YouTube link in a social media post from your
office accounts may have a larger impact than you
realize. Let's show these students and their teacher that
we are appreciative of their WRNA contributions by
sharing their work.
-

Courtesy of The WFO Portland WRNA Team

Please continue to send us your
ideas and experiences about your
role as a WRN Ambassador. We
love to hear your stories!

